OVERVIEW

As an engineering leader with a strong foundation in research and development, Gates is committed to advancing the science of motion performance by developing safe, forward-thinking products, services, systems, and solutions, as well as fostering long-term customer and employee relationships.

Roles and Responsibilities
GATES CORPORATION is a global diversified industrial company that provides advanced power transmission and fluid transfer solutions by skillfully engineering products and services that reduce the total cost of ownership for a wide variety of applications. Our products and services serve customers in five key end market segments:

- Energy/Exploration/Extraction
- Infrastructure & Agriculture
- Transportation, Automotive
- Process & Specialty.

As an engineering leader with a strong foundation in research and development, Gates is committed to advancing the science of motion performance by developing safe, forward-thinking products, services, systems, and solutions, as well as fostering long-term customer and employee relationships.
Headquartered in Denver, Colorado, Gates employs over 14,000 people across 106 locations in 30 countries.

If it moves you, there’s a good chance Gates has a part in it. Gates. Powering Progress.

POSITION SUMMARY:
- Performs system design, analysis and testing for Automotive Original Equipment Power Transmission applications in support of global commercialization activities.
- Works closely with other Systems Engineers, Marketing, Sales, Technical Program Managers, Product Design Engineers and Customer Engineers with product selection and implementation.

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
Other duties may be assigned beyond the core functions listed below
- 35% Performs automotive engine accessory drive design, analysis and testing
- 25% Performs work that is varied but routine; contributions are often process- or task-related.
- 5% Applies and interprets standard scientific or engineering theories, concepts, techniques in a scientific or engineering
- 15% Reports data clearly and concisely and interprets technical conclusions and significance.
- 5% Responsible for complete and timely execution of design verification testing and failure mode effects analysis
- 5% Participates in corrective and preventive actions as a team member

SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITIES:
Functions as an individual contributor with no supervisory responsibilities.

Education and Qualifications
If you are looking for an opportunity with a growing and dynamic company, Gates has an opportunity for a SYSTEMS ENGINEER LOCATED AT OUR ROCHESTER HILLS, MI FACILITY.

Preferred Skills
How to Apply